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spatial-resolution magnetograms.
Since Sheeley [1] , Vrabec [2] , and the Harveys [3] made the first discoveries four decades ago, detailed observations [4−24] have been carried out by ground-based and space observatories to study these "steady flow of bright points". The observed MMFs move with a range of speeds around 1 km/s. The mean lifetimes of MMFs range from 1 to 8 hours. Their paths in the moat are almost radially outward from the sunspot along the continuation of dark filaments. MMFs show a range of sizes 1-2 and carry a flux of the order of 10 19 Mx. The net flux outflow transported by a sunspot's MMFs is about 1-10×10 19 Mx· h −1 . MMFs are found to be associated with the Evershed flows and Hα fibrils and interact with other magnetic elements in the moat or the surrounding network. They might be visible as bright areas in the upper photosphere and lower chromosphere. Shine [4] categorized MMFs according to their polarity and pairing. (a) Type I, magnetic bipoles, (b) Type II, unipolar with same polarity as the sunspot, and (c) Type III, unipolar with opposite polarity to the sunspot. There also have been reports [5−7] about inflowing MMFs. MMFs are considered to be the intersections of the photosphere and the tiny flux tubes detached from sunspots [3] . To describe MMFs' physical nature, theoretical and schematic interpretations (e.g. "Ω-loop", "U-loop", and "O-loop" models) have been proposed and discussed [3,5−17] .
In recent years, the study of MMFs has been advanced by the development of computerized tracing methods [25−29] which has made possible the automatic and objective study of large MMF sample sets. Hagenaar's method [27] finds 4-24 MMFs per hour around the 8 sunspots studied. MMFs live for about 1 hour and travel a distance of 3.5 Mm with an average outflow velocity of 1.5-1.8 km/s. The MMFs have an average flux content 2.5×10 18 Mx with the maximum value 6.1×10
18 Mx. MMFs are found to transport a net flux out of a sunspot at a rate of 0.4-6.2×10
19 Mx·h −1 .
In spite of the knowledge accumulated about the MMF's morphological properties, the very fundamental structure and configuration are still ambiguous. Many observational details remain elusive, such as their interactions with the upper and lower chromosphere. There are only sparse observations on the details about their formation, evolution, fragmentation, merging, and disappearance. MMFs exhibit a wide range of average values in previous observations and the relationship between MMFs' statistical character and the sunspots has not been well studied. So far, it is still not clear how much and in which way MMF flux outflow accounts for the decay of sunspots.
Data and method

Data
We investigate 26 sunspots with various radii ( [30] . Their time duration, resolution and field-of-view are the same as those of the magnetogram series. They are used for the determination of the sunspot boundaries. If the filtergrams are not available on-line, magnetograms are used instead.
Magnetogram preprocessing
For each data sequence, we first disqualify the ineligible images, and divide the values of the magnetograms' pixels by a cosine factor to compensate for the difference between the magnetogram line-ofsight and the local vertical at the solar surface. We designate a reference image in which the sunspot is located near the solar prime meridian, and derotate the magnetograms to remove solar proper motion. Then, we smooth out short-term fluctuations in the time series by computing its five-term cen-tral moving average. The nonmeaningful irregularities caused by p-mode oscillation are reduced by a factor of √ 5. The frames are cropped to a sunspotcentered field-of-view (FOV) so that the amount of data is reduced while no tracked objects traverse out of the FOV. This completes the preprocessing of magnetograms. Table 1 lists the time intervals of the data sequences, the evolution phases of the sunspots, and some other basic qualities of the data sets.
Identifying MMFs
We use an automated algorithm introduced in refs. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] to identify and track MMFs. The trajectories of MMFs are pursued by connecting the flux centers of the unipolar magnetic concentrations on adjacent frames.
Many MMFs spend their entire lifetime within the moat and follow penumbral filaments. Some MMFs are observed to cross the inner or outer moat boundaries [21, 23] . The moat radius is approximately twice of the penumbra radius [18] . In order to reduce the amount of computation, we demarcate an annular region in which the detecting of MMFs is performed. The inner radius of the annulus is inside the penumbra and the outer radius is outside of the moat, as shown in Figure 1(a) . The annulus is thicker than the moat and thus covers [34] and BBSO Solar Activity Reports. The flux is the average sunspot flux within the data sequence. the tracks of all possible MMFs. The umbra and the region far outside of the moat are excluded from calculation.
The center and boundary of a sunspot can be used as references to determine the locations of the MMFs relative to the sunspot. In the sunspot area we establish a polar coordinate and define the sunspot's centroid as the pole. On the first and last frame of each filtergram sequence, we manually delineate the visible sunspot boundaries and calculate their least-squares fitting ellipses. Then, on each frame, we set up a boundary ellipse under the assumption that the changes in the boundary ellipse's semimajor, rotation angle, eccentricity, and the center coordinates are all linear within the data time sequence. For the convenience of calculation, these ellipses are employed as the sunspot boundaries to determine the relative positions of the MMFs.
On the magnetograms, the area of MMFs is of the order of magnitude of 1.0 Mm 2 . Their flux densities are usually weaker than those of the sunspot boundaries (∼300 G) and higher than the background noise (∼20 G). The flux center of a MMF should be a Gaussian convex core. Using the algorithm described in ref. [25] , within the designated circular area, our program calculates the local curvature of each local maxima or minima and tags those pixels that have negative second derivatives. These Gaussian centroids are called "polar points". Figure 1 (a) shows the hundreds of polar points found in a magnetogram frame. The algorithm finds all the possible connections among polar points on neighboring magnetograms. For each polar point on a frame, the method tries to locate and connect its antecedent and successor in the adjacent frames by looking for polar points that have similar fluxes and overlapping spatial locations. The size of the tracking box [26] is 3 × 3 pixels. These connections as magnetic objects on magnetograms are potential candidates for MMFs.
The majority of these numerous magnetic objects are small, weak, and short-time scale flux enhancements. They emerge and disappear transiently and are barely visible to human eye on magnetogram movies. In order to select MMFs out of these objects, several criteria are applied on their motion and magnetism. These thresholds, as listed in Table 2 , were first proposed by Hagenaar et al. [25, 27] based on previous observations. We adjusted them by studying the sample pool of moving objects that could be located when stricter or looser criteria were applied. These thresholds screen out a substantial amount of small, shorttimescale, flat, weak, and stationary objects. We try to select those objects that can be visually confirmed as MMFs. Unfortunately, due to the complexity of the moat region, we do not discover a set of reliable and solid criteria to distinguish bipolar and unipolar MMFs. Therefore, in this research bipolarity is not taken into consideration and all MMFs are treated as unipolar.
Measured quantities
We assume that the distribution of a magnetic object's flux density B is approximately a twodimensional circular Gaussian function. In a cylindric coordinate, this distribution can be expressed as
where r is the distance to the center of the peak, B c is the flux density of the flux center, and σ is the variance of B(r). The area of an object is gauged using FWHM (full width at half maximum) method. The radius r o is considered to be the radius of the peak-centered circle at which the average value of B(r) is equal to half of its amplitude B c . The area is therefore given by A = πr a) The definitions of these physical quantities are introduced in sec. 1.4. radius is related to the variance according to r o = √ 2ln2 · σ. The flux of the object, φ(t), is defined as the integral of B(r) over (0, γr o ) and we set γ = 2.
Therefore, the flux of a magnetic object can be obtained as the product of the object's area A and its center flux density B c as well as a constant scaling factor 1.3525. We denote the maximum value of φ(t) over the object's lifetime as φ.
The flux of a sunspot, Φ spot (t), is measured by integrating the flux density within the sunspot boundary in each magnetogram frame. Φ spot represents its average value. The radius of a sunspot, R spot , is the average of the semimajor and semiminor of its boundary ellipse. The moat radius R moat is defined in a similar way.
The physical quantities in Table 2 are defined as the following. Lifetime T is the time duration between the first and last appearances of an object. Distance Traveled S is the length of the displacement of an object during its lifetime. Average Area A av is the arithmetic mean of an object's area A over its lifetime. Speed V is the distance traveled by an object divided by its lifetime (V = S/T ). 
Preliminary results
Statistics
We differentiate MMFs into two categories by their polarities:
α-MMF: having the polarity opposite to the parent sunspot, β-MMF: sharing the parent sunspot's polarity. The whole MMF population is separated into 2×n spot subpopulations. n spot is the total number of sunspots, in our research n spot = 26. The MMFs in each subset have the same type and parent sunspot. A statistical study is performed in the MMF sample pool to reveal the properties of the two types of MMFs and their relationship with the parent sunspots.
For each identified MMF, several physical quantities (c.f. sec. 1.4) about its motion and magnetism are computed and cataloged. The value of a physical quantity measured from a particular MMF is denoted by the symbol X τ si . X is the physical quantity of interest, e.g. speed, flux. The indices are:
τ is the nominal category specifying the type of the MMF, τ ∈ {α, β}.
s is the index of the parent sunspot, s ∈ {1, 2,
is the total number of type τ MMFs on sunspot s. So, X τ si stands for the value of quantity X measured from type τ MMF number i on sunspot s. For each MMF subpopulation, we calculate the central tendencies of the measured quantities. Since many of these quantities' frequency distributions are right-skewed and there is a significant divergence between median and mean, in many cases we use median as the central tendency. The dispersion is measured by interquartile range or standard deviation.
For all of the type τ MMFs around sunspot s, the median value of their X is:
, in which τ and s specify the type and sunspot of the MMF subpopulation. For instance, φ α s stands for the median of the maximum fluxes of all the α-MMFs on sunspot s. We denote the sequence of X τ s calculated from the type τ subpopulations as
E.g. φ α is the sequence of φ α s of all the α subpopulations. We call X α and X β together as the sunspot medians, X = { X α , X β }.
The properties of MMFs of different sunspots are different. In order to investigate the relationship between the sunspots and the characters of the subpopulations of MMFs around them, we plot the sunspot medians ( X) of the measured quantities as the functions of the sunspot radii (R spot ) or flux (Φ spot ). For instance, Figure 3(a) shows T , the sunspot medians of MMFs' lifetimes, as a function of R spot .
The MMF population as a whole can be described by the frequencies and central tendencies of the measured quantities. The frequency distribution of a quantity can be illustrated by plotting a histogram of the values measured from the entire MMF sample pool. For instance, Figure 3(b) shows the frequency distribution of speed V of all identified α-and β-MMFs. Because the subpopulations N (τ, s) of MMFs on different sunspots can be different by one order of magnitude, the overall population median or mean of all the X τ si in the sample pool would be heavily biased by those sunspots that produce more MMFs. In order to give every sunspot equal weight on the overall central tendency, we define the equal-weight population average X τ of all the type τ MMFs' X as the arithmetic mean of the sunspot median values X τ .
In this way, a big sunspot that has hundreds of MMFs would have equal weight on these population averages as that of a small sunspot which only has dozens of MMFs. In the rest of this paper, we use X α and X β as the central tendency of the whole MMF sample pool and refer to them as population averages.
The relationships among MMFs' physical properties can be studied by multiple regression. For example, Figure 4 is a scatter diagram of MMFs' initial distances to sunspot (D ini , baseline) against their maximum fluxes (φ, vertical axis). 
Population and production
MMFs are found around all studied sunspots, including those not decaying and those not having a penumbra. The MMF production rate (R prod ) of a sunspot is the number of newly emerged MMFs around the sunspot per hour, i.e. the total number Around the 26 sunspots, the program identifies 3675 MMFs, among which the number of α-MMFs is similar to β-MMFs. R prod varies from 4 to 27 and it increases with the sunspot radius, as shown in Figure 5 There are a certain number of β-MMFs with negative D ini . That is to say they are produced inside the penumbra boundary [21, 23] . Few α-MMFs emerge within the penumbra. 
Motion
Most of the MMFs materialize right outside of the penumbra limb (c.f. Figure 4) , then move outward roughly along the radial direction (c.f. Figure 1(b) ), and at last vanish somewhere within the moat. A small number of them move into the surrounding network.
During their whole lifetimes, MMFs move 2−12.5 Mm. Figure 6(a) shows the nearly exponential frequency distribution of MMFs' distance traveled (S). The high skewness (1.64) indicates that the S of most MMFs is below the population mean value (3.7 Mm). Figure 6 (a) also suggests that numerous objects that move less than 2. Figure 3(a) shows that T α range from 1.1 to 3.1 h and decrease with R spot . Small sunspots' α-MMFs usually move further than those of big ones (c.f. Figure 6(b) ), which is due to their longer liftimes instead of being able to move faster. The range of T β is narrower (1.3−2.0 h) and they are almost sunspotindependent.
Magnetic flux content
MMFs appear in a wide range of sizes and fluxes, Mx) is one order of magnitude larger than that of the smallest sunspot (1.6×10
18 Mx). φ β has a smaller range (4.8∼11.4×10
18 Mx) and increases with Φ spot at a lower rate. For most of the small and middle-sized sunspots, φ β is generally larger than φ α . These dispositions of φ are further illustrated by Figure 8 
Sunspot magnetic flux outflow
The relationships among the sunspots' magnetic flux outflow, flux loss, and developing phases are investigated as well. We calculate the average sunspot flux loss rate
) using a line-fit routine. We regard the flux transport rate as the total flux carried away by MMFs per hour. Within the moat region, a thin elliptical loop concentric to the sunspot boundary is set up to count the traversing MMFs. The size and thickness of the loop are optimized to allow the maximum number of MMFs to cross its inner or outer boarder. The flux transport rate is the total flux of these traversers per hour:
Although our measurements of flux transport rate (0.2−8.3×10
19 Mx·h −1 ) basically comports with the range of other observations, they do not show noticeable correlation with the sunspot flux loss rates. For some of the sunspots, neither the flux transport rate nor the flux loss rate is consistent with the recorded developing phases.
Conclusion
We develop a tracking code and use it to pursue MMFs on the magnetogram series of 26 sunspots. A statistical analysis on the kinematic and magnetic properties of the identified MMFs is carried out. We find that the statistical characteristic of a sunspot's MMF set is relevant to the parent sunspot. In several aspects the two categories of MMFs have different statistical characteristics.
We find that the sunspots produce 4 to 27 MMFs per hour and this production rate tends to increase with the sunspot radius. Generally, α-MMFs emerge and disappear farther from the sunspot boundary than β-MMFs do. This is especially obvious for MMFs with above-average flux. α-MMF's initial/final distances to the sunspot limbs increase with the parent sunspot radius. β-MMFs emerge/vanish at similar distances among the sunspots. The sunspot median values of α-MMFs' distance traveled and lifetime decrease with the sunspot radius, while those of α-MMFs' area and flux increase with sunspot flux. Compared to α-MMFs of small sunspots, large sunspots tend to produce big α-MMFs that live shorter, move nearer, and carry more flux. It is noticed that, in some of the scatter plots, few outliers bias the least squares estimation. In our future research, residual analysis will be performed to construct the confidence intervals and estimate the regression coefficients properly.
β-MMF's motion and magnetism have much weaker correlations with Φ spot or R spot than α-MMFs do. This might indicate that the generation mechanism of β-MMFs is relatively uniform among different sunspots, while that of α-MMFs is more relevant to the structure and surroundings of the sunspots. This needs to be further studied in the scenario of supergranulation [19] and subphotospheric convection.
We calculate the sunspots' magnetic flux outflow transported by MMFs and the sunspot flux loss, but do not find obvious correlation between them. The nearly exponential distributions of MMF's area, distance traveled, and flux are consistent with Hagenaar's observation [27] and suggest that numerous small, weak, short-timescale objects fall under our criteria and are not counted. These culls might constitute a substantial amount of sunspots' flux outflow. As Vrabec [5] has commented, the magnetic flux outflow is a "considerably more complicated process than" fragmentation of sunspots into MMFs. Further investigations using higher resolution data and estimation methods need to be carried out to estimate the flux outflow.
We plan to examine a larger sample of sunspots to investigate the relationship between the characteristics of MMFs and the parent sunspot more thoroughly. We also intend to continue this study on higher resolution data, and discuss MMFs' evolution and physical structure. Language, SolarSoft [31] , SAOImage DS9 [32] , Linff [33] and MDI
High-Resolution Data Catalog. SOHO is a project of interna-
tional collaboration between ESA and NASA.
